Fat man: besides who knows where got shots from scientific circles - around nuclear weapon knowledge before and after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, there is few movies directed to public, which are fighting for new thing with its unfriendly or unsure acceptations from public, but which, also, mistificate much the public, agitate it for interest and support (which is usual for war times, and maybe namely for American war times, and for those times namely), focusing on security and panic threads of modernising soul, and shoving prepared ways under, pointing out new terms but in blurry layer of moral understand. But whatever, something to suspect can stay, we just not need to conclude over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, since we can judge whole that contraacting between anticivil threads - not depends if US or Ge. Middle part of opened head looks out like Adolf.

Car effect: can look like some magic practice, for example mass results of hypnose, or Philadelphia experiment. It can also, in terms of Modern Magic, give some relation to door wave (next image), but lets say, that more than step relation, car effect done by Door step project is comming in for public. People looking in, better than problems on both fronts. Damn hyppies! Anyway look for transparent liguid-like phenomena over each car.

Door wave: maybe we can read thoughts after they smashed lots of people in experiments, all recorded. But notice stripes. Thats truly well done thing, very aesthetic too. You just prepare chimney-swallows in row, or also usual happy-new-year! rockets, and they will show you, on the camera, how are the waves. You'll get kind of time-graph for calculating all air dynamics and pressure bounded peels of explosion. But sometimes those stripes are just tropical animals and trees turning their hardly fought water reserves to heavy flux of supercompressed hot light smoke. Those are doors for science inside weaponizing the ability.

Cue: whatever, key of success is to have lot of science cars and meteorology or contamination things. That's beside radiological castration and braincell manipulation reason, why that girl is so happy, that she hellos the car which just passes, and has nothing more to do with her than agitation and security. Classical brainwash known currently around light contamination in astronomy, or whatever in chemistry is going on. So not regarding her strange high five for back of the passing car with alien technology on its back, and totally eliminating all her ballet gestures, strange "astrounaut age" dress and supermanipulatedly thin shadow over car ... she absolutely knows and definitely has a cue, what for is yellow triangle and Duck and Cover scholarship. Whatever she turns in before editors cut, and whyever she is happy to check again her invitation batch, metalonumeric record, she goes to the Cue city: to invite. But maybe she already is definitely prepared by wave technology, so that life in her doesn't find itself more for living.

Survival is your bussiness: if that Cue city is just lie, and they all will be deadly tested in destroying beams and hardly reported to installed radiophotography tools, then such ideology looks very far after Orwell. But ok, she just selected the house we see then in fire. Its strange that this house can be viewed in older movie... mabe they have just single, ideal mathematic model of family house? That would correspond to Foucault. So she's gonna turn to soundspeedy dust. I really don't know. Maybe she just needs to tell, that "I wanna see that bigbadaboom not with single eyes, but with wide eyes open of all Americans". Yap. She's true. Happy tntb American in those years of continuous pyromancy and New Year kathatonism. By the way, she's really quasidematerialised... like a doc: they are touching through usual body borders. Nice house... but now ... priceless.

Cystern: working soldier may be some test man, who is glued into rest of picture, the same like next guy on the stick. Look, he's kind of ill... like he was in front of explosion falling back and his legs in fire. Ok, maybe they just preparing each model really exactly. Not really like that discussion club on the left.

Guy on the pillar: not sure if it is next check individual, flap ninety degrees for usual circular direction ... some poor guy who is made to climb purely plutonium stick. Ok, not really sure, his right leg is very ill looking in lock position. Seems like weak heart, lo pressure. My dad told me he has pretty prehistorical boot technique to lock onto any pillarlike things. So he's just kind of chickenlikeformed legthing. Whatever the white stick is, if it is not nazi like experimental comparative photography element - like in archeology. He's hopefully preparing or measuring, I guess new born stick, dad quessed burn already stick.

Mans in black - Sheriff: You know, next of those reversed order footages. The western guy is having hard problems with his hand turning in gasses... or his girlfriend asking for hand from panic or nacionalistic orgasm has really strange hand. So the guy in real is a model person in fire and the others figurants, putting recorded material (for the reasons of poor film production funding) in right order for public, and also showing step by step, what is already turned and turning in dust on cowboy. Look at his red head ... all that cowboy zinc and green is just public friendly camouflage of that he's just red skeletonising being with maybe head exploding. Not commented should stay between-leg-part which is looking very strange for lot of prime views.

PinkViolet model house: interesting in original, because the "quiet air" beethoven of bombing is taking slowly like clouds, all what can make white low-terrained smoke... hopefully all of water surface... its taking this in rows forward, but the pressure part is just in like thirty grades taking all the mass of house accross passed "peace of clouding". I don't want really to know whats the least songs of birds just in moment they recognize, that it will turn last milliseconds in just radium wave poor intereference signals, and that its, although, last what they can transfer to collegues. Experimental knowledge: house go dynamite and cystern is good movie element, returning some romantic bad mood to third-grade whitness.

By the way that crazy triangle looks sometimes like some bell. That's obviously coffins of not very funny radioactive monsters who were very present those days. Very disturbing! They should thank Spock and those of similar culture or location; for nowdays usual emancipation of monsters, over all gallaxy institutions and lawyery, military and restaurant cultures.

Amchatka: I am not sure again, if Amchatka is the same as Kamchatka... or if Russians and Americans fought so much for Chukotka? Maybe they just solved those two continental-range quarrels with just poker for Aljaska... So here you see real Philadelphia experiment. In the down center of construction there is so called organising epicenter, where behavior of impactents is changed to mechanism, while on the left-middle-vertical part of image you see virtualised persons, which are just magneto-wave derivatives from actuality of center. The guy with white glowes is glowing, while on the second cut there is insight to mechanised center, where all individuals behave kind of ritual, which just connect all roles and peoples in single derivative mechanism... whatever, I would also wanished from Earth instead of living with this kind of experience... Such experiments with waves are obsolete, and give you just stupidly anomalistic movies, and no brain could ever use such movie, because those persons down are machines, until reasonable randomity pushes them out, and those persons around are just optogravitatioradiomagnetronic illusions. Bleagh. Amchatka... what a shame.

Shaving machine field form: Yep, you know, those machines just interfer in very distinct and determined way with look of space and behavior of persons, so that people behind it can't go to attack machine itself, because they are psychically disturbed by space anomality organised forms (also such machine is actually invisible, leaving just prints). That long cover accross the field is just dream, but whatever its wave induced dream, and soldier who tries to pass, he just gets crazy or dies. The man in the middle, which is just model object, manifests real position, which you, general or even president, or eveneveneven pope can use, even if behind the line is millions of silent deaths for eastbloc or such. They are just paralyzed what you see on next frames. By dad's opinion it can be some patron feed-automatisation ... by my it can be just construction solution of statics of firing. Whatever, maybe it's really shaving machine or line digger. Line is really very orthodox, unbelievable that it is hand made.

Funkcionalistic House and two pillars in fire: very nice for dressing nuclear praxis in poetic terms... really... I Think this is only gain from all weaponery molecules ever used. Not just because that nice dust phoenix. For me it shows that behavior of complex multimaterial space in high energy flux just changes so that you can compute with everything like: house is tanker truck and pillars are motorbike... and by representing their only sense in new flux mode (in material and weight determined speed) with which they increase proportionally system distances, they just leave their infinitely multiplying central objects far behind... and who is faster is also shorter... Really, fuck you Hitler and others for your interventions, and fuck you everyone around Uranium, but those few images.

Cleaning: all methods of cleanings reminds, of that army just ignored sciencists, or "that scientist". I bet there was some who told them, that its practically very dangerous. "No, Me Myseeelf!"

That guy who's kind of holding gun against back-to-front turned guy is also cleaning him. I guess with also: glowe. But black one. Very funny. They practically killed themselves. Mostly by manner of cleaning...

Guy checking all with CrkCrkCrrrrCh-Machine looks very useful. If I was such bastard and wanted them to die slowly, this would be also my first - study- measure!

Who wanna in hole. We'll have some lightee!

Tube: This is look into special radiomagnetic aperture by which you can look inside head of any man over planet. Maybe it is a Teapot? Because Teapot looks more like Shaving machines.

Bullet: That's agitation for making wide head scanning... that guy is showing his hat, but it just means, that he can think about bombs, and bombing, and bomb arming... when there's no evidence of disarming thoughts, you can just destroy such individual... even if it is socinstitutlegitim pyrotechnician. Again, my dad helped me a lot, because he told me, that he's standart military neurotic "nothing just to do, check the hat... no hat... salut!"

Dock, pipe and weather: you see the spot? That's where to build antenas. To control! ... and todays? Mobile phones...the great cue to door to mushrooms of brains. They know everything and they are trying of very strong stomach too. Btw guys on mountain are very bored. Kind "Third different mountain few meters from last one... Tomorrow we check bombs seventy meters down the rock?"

Detail on those guys with Tube in hauptrolle.

Shaving... in walk

House burning... that's house where's that chick from Cue intro. Btw notice peaceful fluid behavior of smoke in cloudy peace season of atomic fun obsessions session. I also marked (red box) a cat escaping ... maybe cats are those longest living there... you know, terrain copying is very efficient when lights killing... There is also statical glitters inside wake up pressure-dust phase (house opened phase). 

Mountain of bodies: next reverse-trick... side effect of wikileaks~1.0~offline of course. What you see is rentgen real time movie lateral of Hiroshima. In first wave metal bar of maybe some bridge vanishes.. because it is in epicenter. As a high-level wisdom scientist you must extract final image using sufficient characteristics of local terrain... weather is not much important, just temperature may have long wave degradative effect on result movie. So after barustrade with rikscha guy wanish, the emission bolden and people just desintegrate, doing kind of funny last pseudomovements (being found itself not for being anymore and gesticulating not even for some possible self). Heart is stopped like with temperature wave, so you have lot of time to move around with your vanishing-muscled body. The middle image of this sequence prooved, that even with radio waves you can make primitive optical lens trick, what can be securely counted between elselike empty set of Hiroshima successes... in small hole between lot of buildings in row, some girls face, hopefully re-re-re-...-reflected from walls. Also oscillations between images transfer lot of dimensional information, so it is clear, that there is only two options: photomachine is sometimes ten meters above terrain sometimes on the ground - or it is roentgen, so its very radiation flux deformed, and temperature... Clearly it should be Cue success those people without glasses watching explosion. If they are alive...? And if last images of this movie are really people in line or people under wave-brain weapon...

Whatever. What is really suspicious is the sound material, token from purely agitational shots... like that "nuclear weapons are standing out of concept of conventional weapons"...Hahaha. Its like: you cannot forbid them nor allow them . Door steps

